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Dear Dr. Allsopp,
Manuscript ID BMJ-2019-050533 entitled "Responding to mental health needs after mass
casualty terror attacks: Serious problems identified after the 2005 London Bombings still
remain"
Thank you for letting us consider your resubmitted manuscript, which we discussed at our
editorial meeting. We are pleased to make a provisional offer of publication if you are
able to revise it to address the points made by the reviewers and the editors. We felt the
article would benefit from a patient review. The comments of the patient reviewer are
available at the end of this letter.
We have provisionally edited the article and inserted some queries and requests for
clarification into the text. The provisional edit is attached to this email as a Word file.
We are hoping to publish the paper in print in the next few weeks. In order for this to be
possible, we would ideally need the revised paper to be back with us in the next 7 days. I
appreciate it is coming up to the summer holiday period where many people may be
away, so if you foresee that it might not be possible to resubmit in this time, please do let
me know.
When you resubmit, could you kindly ensure that you provide:
(a) A covering letter outlining how you have responded, or not responded and why, to
both the referees comments and those of the editors.
(b) A word count (excluding the references and words in boxes and tables). You should
aim to keep this count below or very close to 2000 words.
(c) Please check that all the information required in the manuscript (see note below) is
included in the revised manuscript.

Please note that the BMJ might choose to shorten content or replace or re-size images for
the print issue.
To revise your manuscript, log into https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/bmj and enter your
Author Center, where you will find your manuscript title listed under "Manuscripts with
Decisions." Under "Actions," click on "Create a Revision." Your manuscript number has
been appended to denote a revision.
You may also click the below link to start the revision process (or continue the process if
you have already started your revision) for your manuscript. If you use the below link you
will not be required to login to ScholarOne Manuscripts.
*** PLEASE NOTE: This is a two-step process. After clicking on the link, you will be
directed to a webpage to confirm. ***
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/bmj?URL_MASK=9117528f9a544f349252f38c35b404d2
You will be unable to make your revisions on the originally submitted version of the
manuscript. Instead, revise your manuscript using a word processing program and save it
on your computer.
Once the revised manuscript is prepared, you can upload it and submit it through your
Author Center.

When submitting your revised manuscript, you will be able to respond to the comments
made by the reviewer(s) in the space provided. You can use this space to document any
changes you make to the original manuscript.
IMPORTANT: Your original files are available to you when you upload your revised
manuscript. Please delete any redundant files before completing the submission.
INFORMATION TO INCLUDE IN REVISION
Please would you also check that you have provided the following information
* Competing interest statement (in the style explained at
http://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-authors/forms-policies-and-checklists/declarati
on-competing-interests)
* Contributorship statement + guarantor
(see
http://resources.bmj.com/bmj/authors/article-submission/authorship-contributorship)
* Copyright statement/ licence for publication (see
http://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-authors/forms-policies-and-checklists/copyrigh
t-open-access-and-permission-reuse)
* Signed patient consent form(s), if the article gives enough personal information about
any patient(s): - (see
http://resources.bmj.com/bmj/authors/editorial-policies/copy_of_patient-confidentiality)
I hope this information will be useful to you. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you
have any queries at all. Otherwise, I look forward to receiving your revision.
Many thanks and best wishes,
Emma Rourke
Associate editor for analysis, the BMJ
erourke@bmj.com
Reviewer(s)' Comments to Author:
Reviewer: 1
Recommendation:
Comments:
The paper concerns the serious matter of responding to mental health needs after mass
casualty terror attacks. It highlights that serious problems identified after the 2005
London Bombings still remain.
The paper outlines how the design of a mental health response should take into account
the nature of the terrorist event and associated organisational challenges. The paper is
clear, informative and easy to understand.
The paper references the important finding that survivors of terrorist attacks with
mental health problems were unlikely to be detected via conventional routes such as
primary care, thus necessitating outreach. The learning identified from outreach attempts
after recent terrorist attacks highlights gaps in service provision and uptake.
The paper goes on to make the highly apposite point that Local Trusts should not have to
operate ‘at risk’ in responding to incidents which may involve survivors from across the
U.K. and beyond, and that commissioning arrangements should recognise that incidents
may require a coordinated national response.

The barriers to appropriate and adequate response posed by problems regarding
data-sharing are of note given the current debate regarding the adaptive, acceptable and
meaningful use of patient data. The paper makes the excellent point with reference to
better comparative practice in the US, that In the U.K., work on a health register protocol
for major incidents was initiated in 2012 by Public Health England but has not been
completed. Such a register would improve subsequent outreach attempts using mobile
phone and email contact.
Overall this is a useful and highly informative paper which is of relevance to all potential
stakeholders including patients and their carers.
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